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Abstract 
 
This paper introduces a robust algorithm to extract headers and footers from a variety of electronic 
documents such as image files, Adobe PDF files, and  files generated OCR. Compared with the 
conventional methods based on the page-level layout and format, the proposed strategy considers a page in 
the context of neighboring pages. Through such page-association, the headers and footers on a variety of 
documents can be automatically detected without human interference or individual templates . In addition, 
the application of fuzzy string match make the method resistant against OCR errors. 
Keywords: document structure analysis, Optical Character Recognition, header/footer extraction, digit 
content re-mastering 
 

1. Introduction 
Headers and footers are common formatting elements in all kinds of documents. Besides reiterating key 
archival information such as author names, publication titles, page numbers, and release dates, they also 
serve decoration purpose by making the page layout more balanced and more visually appealing. With all 
the publishing and word-processing software, it is very straightforward to add headers and footers to a 
document. However, the reverse engineering procedure of header/footer generation --- the extraction of 
headers and footers --- poses a great challenge, which is the subject of this paper. 
Header/footer extraction can benefit a number of downstream applications in digital content understanding 
and re-mastering: 

1) Natural language processing (NLP) 
Because headers and footers do not belong to the body text, they can fragment the normal text flow if not 
extracted. Let us examine the document shown in Figure 1. Without separating the header from the body 
text, the sentence across the two pages will read as “we simply asked Distinction between Mental, Physical 
Phenomena 49 whether a second person could see a first person’s mental entity (a thought about a dog)”. 
Obviously, this makes the entire sentence very difficult, if ever possible, to understand. Consequently, the 
performance of computerized NLP systems can be significantly affected at all levels (see Table 1).  
 

Table 1: Impact of headers and footers on different NLP applications 
NLP Applications Impacts of Headers and Footers 
Part-of-speech (POS) 
tagging 

The intruding header/footers change the context of the neighboring words. 

Grammatical parsing The sentences becomes grammatically incorrect. 
Keyword extraction and 
information retrieval  

Repeats of headers and footers can distort the statistics of the text. 

Text summarization This application usually depends on POS tagging, parsing and keyword 
extraction. 

 
2) Document  re-purposing 

A common purpose of content understanding is to re-use the contents. In this type of re-purposing 
applications, the detection of headers and footers is of great value. For example, when rendering the multi-
page document as a complete HTML page, it is desirable to have only continuous text flow without any 
page breaks.  In Print-on-demand (POD) applications, it is often required to customize the headers and 
footers.  
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On the other hand, manual extraction of headers and footers can be time and labor consuming because they 
can appear on every page of a document. That is the motivation behind our exploration of automatic 
header/footer extraction methods. In some electronic documents such as Microsoft Word files, headers and 
footers are stored in dedicated sections or marked with special tags, and it is a trivial job to directly locate 
the headers and footers.  However, the original documents usually do not explicitly reveal where the 
headers and footers are: 

1) Electronic documents derived from scanned paper documents 
A large amount of electronic documents are created by scanning paper documents into computers. They are 
kept as raw raster images or are further processed by OCR software. In the first case, there exist no clues 
about the headers and footers at all. In the second case, the OCR software can recognize and convert the 
text  to ASCII/UNICODE format and can also output certain formatting  information such as font size, font 
style, and paragraph alignment. A few OCR software packages even try to detect the headers and footers --- 
but with limitations described later. 

2) Electronically originated documents 
Header/footer information can be unavailable even for documents originated electronically. For example, 
due to the ubiquity of Adobe PDF files, it is now a common practice to convert electronic documents from 
alternative formats such as Microsoft Word and HTML to PDF format before the final distribution by using 
the so-called “Virtual Printer Driver”. Although the resulting PDF versions keep the same look-and-feel as 
the original documents, much internal information, including the header and footer tags, usually is lost 
during the conversion.  
Although it seems easy for humans to locate the headers and footers, it is technically challenging to build 
“intelligent” computer programs with similar capabilities: 

1) Headers and footers exist in all kinds of formats.  
Some documents have both footers and headers, some only have headers or footers, and some have neither 
of them. Besides, the headers/footers can contain the same text such as journal or book tiles on all the 
pages, or various text such as page numbers and current article titles on different pages. 

2) OCR text errors can make things worse.  
For electronic documents scanned from paper versions, it is quite routine to apply OCR software for the 
retrieval of the text information. The recognition errors introduced by OCR add to the complexities.  
Although much research has been carried out in the general area of document logical structure analysis 
(DLSA) [1]-[7], there is no published work dedicated to header/footer extraction. A few DLSA systems 
have limited capabilities extracting headers/footers. Most existing approaches utilize page-level heuristics 
about the layout and formatting: For example, there should be a large gap between the header and the body 
text, and the font size of headers/footers should be smaller than that of body text. This kind of heuristics 
can be based on rules [1]-[3] or statistics [5]. But as mentioned earlier, headers and footers come in 
different forms and it is almost impossible to find a set of common parameters or rules applicable to most 
documents (see Figure 2). These type of methods only work well if  we can tune the parameters and rules 
for each type of documents and store them in templates which can be then applied at runtime. 
Unfortunately, this strategy is only meaningful in limited applications such as processing many back issues 
of the same journal title.  
In the following sections, we present a page-association based method to automatically and robustly detect 
headers and footers in a variety of electronic documents. Section 2 describes the algorithm and Section 3 
shows the experimental results . In Section 4, we summarize the method and discuss directions for future 
research. 

2. Page-Association Based Header/footer Extraction 
Although it is difficult to find stable page-level features that can be used to extract headers and footers, 
there does exist a relatively stable characteristic if we look beyond individual pages. Usually a document 
contains multiple pages, whose headers and footers are related to each other. The page-association based 
header/footer extraction is such an observation: Headers/footers are text lines on the top/bottom of the 
pages with the same/similar counterparts in the neighboring pages. So instead of concentrating on 
individual pages, we inspect one page’s relationship with its neighbors. In fact, this idea is in accordance 
with the way headers and footers are generated: The publishing or word-processing software allows the 
user to define rules to generate the headers and footers of continuous pages.   
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2.1 Workflow of the method  
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Step 4: Make decision 
With all the evaluation done in Step 3, the candidate lines with the enough confidence scores are selected 
as headers or footers. 

2.2 Page-association based header/footer evaluation 
As mentioned earlier, the most stable feature of headers and footers is that they will repeat in neighboring 
pages. The problem is how to quantitatively measure such repeats. A couple of issues have to be 
addressed. First, OCR errors can make the headers/footers not exactly the same on different pages. Second, 
headers/footers can appear in numerous patterns. For example, odd pages have the journal’s title as the 
headers and even pages have the titles of individual articles as the headers. It is also possible that there is 
no header on the first page of each article. Besides, page/chapter numbers are usually part of 
headers/footers and are different from page to page. 
The following algorithm is designed to solve the above problems: The i th candidate line on Page j 
(Line[j][i]) is compared with the i th candidate line on Page k ( max (j-WIN,1) <=k <= min (j+WIN, 
PageNum). Parameter WIN is to control the number of neighboring pages. and it is set to be 8 in our 
experiment. PageNum is the total number of pages in the document. The max and min operations are to 
restrain the pages within the legitimate range. For each comparison between Line[j][i] and Line[k][i], a 
similarity score is calculated as Similarity(Line[j][i],Line[k][i]). The weighted sum of all the scores 
indicates the page’s likelihood to be a header/footer: 

∑
+≤

−=

=
),min(

)1,max(

])][[],][[(*][])][[(
PageNumWINjk

WINjk
ikLineijLineSimilarityiweightsijLineScore                         (1) 

Weights[i] reflects the fact that different lines have different a  priori  probabilities to be headers/footers. 
For example, the first line is more likely to be a header than the second line. Here the weights are chosen to 
be 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.5 and 0.5 for the five header candidates and 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 for the five footer 
candidates. By considering the neighboring pages within the window, all kinds of header/footer “patterns” 
are implicitly included. The net effect is that the score is high only if similar lines exist within the page 
window, no matter what pattern the headers/footers are following.  
Text match is the basis in computing the similarity between two lines. The text strings contained in the two 
lines are matched using dynamic programming (DP) to minimize the total edit cost. Then a score is 
assigned as follows: 

lines  twoin the  characters of numbers  theofLarger 
scharacrter matched ofNumber ])][[],][[( =jkLineijLinerityBaseSimila        (2) 

The fuzzy string match tries to reduce the impact of OCR errors. Because page/chapter numbers are very 
common in headers and footers and can be different from page to page, all the digits are replaced with a 
special character ‘@’ before the match.  For example, the string “48 Chapter 2” becomes “@@ Chapter 
@” and “50 Diapter 2” becomes “@@ Diapter @” (“Diapter” is due to OCR errors). In this case, the DP 
match gets a score of 0.69. 
In addition, a geometry based similarity score GeometrySimilarity(Line[j][i], Line[k][i]) is also obtained. It 
is based on comparison of the bounding boxes of the two lines. This measurement is to intended to 
eliminate accidental good text matches between a header/footer and a normal body text line.  
The final similarity is defined as the product of the two components: 

])][[],][[(*])][[],][[(
])][[],][[(

jkLineijLinemilarityGeometrySijkLineijLinerityBaseSimila
jkLineijLineSimilarity =             (3) 

 

3.Experimental results 
The proposed method has been tested on 9 documents with different styles, including 7 periodicals and 2 
books. All the 1156 pages are scanned and recognized using a commercial OCR engine. The header/footer 
extraction system then runs on the generated text and bounding box information. Table 2 shows the results. 
“false negative” means that system misses a header/footer lines and “false positive” refers to errors in 
which it incorrectly adds an extra header/footer line. The precision rate and recall rate are defined as 
follows: 
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%100
Linester Header/fooExtractedofNumber  Total

Linester Header/foo ExtractedCorrectly  ofNumber RatePrecision ×=     (4) 

%100
Linester Header/fooTrueofNumber  Total

Linester Header/foo ExtractedCorrectly  ofNumber Rate Recall ×=  (5) 

The precision rate is 98.00% and the recall rate is 92.7%. This result is satisfactory considering the fact that 
the extraction is automatically done on a variety of documents with no document-dependent templates or 
parameters. Because the context of a header/footer plays a critical role in the decision, the method is to 
prone to errors if there are too many unique headers and footers. For example, the third and eighth 
documents are composed of mostly short articles and the headers reflect the current article names. 
Consequently, page-association cannot give enough confidence scores to many headers because they only 
appear in one or two pages. 

Table 2: Statistics on 9 documents 

Headers Footers No 
 

Type Number 
of Pages  Header 

Lines 
False 
Negative  

False 
Positive  

Footer 
Lines 

False 
Negative  

False 
Positive  

1 119 94 4 0 102 0 0
2 124 108 6 0 10 6 0
3 200 179 30 4 0 0 0
4 176 154 1 1 4 0 0
5 90 0 0 19 79 2 0
6 112 80 1 0 87 4 0
7 

Journal 

76 60 2 0 65 0 0
8 113 100 25 0 13 2 0
9 

Book 
146 126 9 0 0 0 0

Total 1156 901 78 24 360 14 0 
Precision Rate =98.00% Recall Rate=92.70% 
 
Figure 4 also displays the detailed results on a document of 76 pages. Each curve represents a specific 
candidate header/footer lines across all the pages. The Y axis corresponds to scores as calculated by (3). It 
can be seen that the first lines (“Top 1”) and the last lines (“Bottom 5”)  enjoy high scores on most pages. 
This observation indicates that the first lines are headers and the last lines are footers on those pages. The 
deep gaps on the two curves reflect the “abnormal” pages (for example, the title pages) without 
headers/footers. 
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Figure 4: Confidence scores for one document 

 

4.Conclusions 
In this paper we analyze the significances and challenges of header/footer extraction. We introduce a page-
association based approach to the problem. The experimental results show that the method provides a  
robust solution directly applicable to a wide range of documents. Furthermore, the method is based on 
statistics and hand-crafted rules are avoided. The decision is also in terms of confidence scores and gives 
the user the opportunity to review suspect headers and footers. 
Traditionally, most research in document understanding concentrates on the page-scope analysis. This 
work goes beyond individual pages and tries to solve this seemingly page-scope problem on the document 
level. We believe that document-level understanding represents an important trend as the page-level 
processing becomes mature and leaves less room for further improvement. 
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(a): The first page (Bottom part only) 
 

 
 

 (b): The second page  (Top part only) 
 

Figure 1: Two neighboring pages 
 

 
(a): A journal page 

 

 
(b): A book page 
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(c): A form page 

 

 
(d): A book page 

 
Figure 2: Different patterns of headers (Marked in solid rectangles in a-c)  

and potential false positives (Marked in dashed rectangles in d) 
(Only the top of each page is shown to save space.) 
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